Structural and rheological properties of aqueous viscoelastic solutions and gels of tripodal cholamide-based self-assembled supramolecules.
A tripodal cholic steroid ( TCS+) derivative forms hydrogels in acidic conditions that are studied by the small-angle neutron scattering and rheometry techniques. The self-assembled systems exhibit particular scattering and flow properties unusual in the class of molecular gels. The scattering data show separated form- and structure-factor features with, respectively, a low-Q correlation peak and a large-Q secondary oscillation. A probable aggregation model is deduced involving 3 TCS+ molecules per cross-section of fibrillar aggregates packed in a tail-to-tail fashion. The fibers have monodisperse cross-sections (40 A diameter) and result from a versatile mechanism taking advantage of the free articulation of the three hydrophobic steroid pods ("umbrella-like" packing) around the N+ charge. The N+ charges are distributed at the periphery of the cylinders and give rise to a moderate linear charge density (nu approximately 0.16 e/A). The variation with concentration of the static scattering structure factor peak S(Q) reveals ordering properties typical of 1d polyelectrolytes. The fibers further organize into fractal clusters characterized by their scattering signature at low-Q and also by the exponent of the scaling of the elastic shear modulus with the concentration. It is suggested that the TCS+ polyion fibers extend under shear (or in a concentrated environment) by varying the angle between the pods along the fiber axis. Viscosity overshoots appear at the startup of shear flow experiments. Analogies with the phenomenology observed with DNA solutions are discussed.